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Accurate, convergent, computable solutions using the decomposition method 
have been demonstrated in and papers for wide classes of nonlinear and/or 
stochastic differential, partial differential, or algebraic equations. It is shown 
specifically in this paper that composite nonlinearities of the form 
Nx = N,,(N,(N*( ‘. (x) ) appearing in such equations where the N, are nonlinear 
operators can also be handled with the Adomian A,, polynomials. sr 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
We begin with some formal definitions consistent with Adomian’s 
notation in [ 1, 21. Let N represent a nonlinear operator and Nx a non- 
linear term in an equation to be solved by decomposition. Terms such as 
x2, 8, sin x, etc. are viewed as zeroth-order composite nonlinearities and 
will be written as Nx, or preferably as N,u’, where u” s x, and expanded in 
Adomian’s A, polynomials [ 11, now identified as AZ to correspond to the 
No nonlinear operator. Thus Nouo = C,“= o Ai. 
A first-order composite nonlinearity is defined as fi, x = N,( N, u’) or as 
NON, u’, where u’=x and uo= N,u’ with N,,u’ = I,“_ ,, A: and 
N,u’ =CFxo A;. 
A second-order composite nonlinearity is R,x = N,N, N,x, or 
NO(N1(N2x))), where Nouo=~,“=,A~, u”= N,u’=C,“=,At,, U’ =N,u*= 
C,“=. AZ, and u2 = x. When the decomposition is carried out, u” = C,“= o u!. 
u’=~~~,u~, u’=~,“=ouf. 
A third-order composite nonlinearity is written lV,X = 
NoWI(NAN~X)))) = NoN,N,N,x with N,u’=C,“=,A:, N,u’ = 
C,“=oAA, N2u2=C,“=,A~, N,~~=~~~,A~,andu’=x. Bydecomposition, 
u”=~;=,u~, u’=C:=,u~, u”=C,~_~U~, u’=C;=,U~ with u’=N,u’, 
u1 = N2u2, u2 = N3u3, and u3 = x. 
In general, N,, U” = I,“= o A; = uy ’ for 1 <V <m with z.P = x and 
u”=~,“=ou;. 
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An nth order composite nonlinearity will be written 
N,(P) = 1 A: = urn- ’ with urn E x 
so that the U’S are the variables of substitution. Equivalently, 
AQX)=No~N,~N*. ... .N+,. N,(x), i.e., a composition of operators. 
The objective is to determine the A, polynomials as functions of the x,‘s, 
i.e., A,(xo, x, ,..., x,) = Nx. 
For an m th-order composite nonlinearity, we get 
A;=Af(A&4&4;( . ..(A.;(...(A~(X,))..‘))..‘))),..., 
A;(A;(A;( . . . (A;;( . . . A,“(xo)) . . . )) . . . )),..., 
A;(A;( ... (A;;( ... (A;;(x,))... ))..’ ),..., 
A;f( . . . (A;( . . . (A;;(x,)) . . . ),..., 
At;( . . . (Agyx,) )...) A,“(x, )...) x,)) . . . )). . . )))). 
EXAMPLE. First order. fi,x = e psi”(x/2)= N,(N,x). Let NO~o=ep”o= 
I,“=0 A#& uy,..., utl, and N, u1 = sin(u’/2), where 24l =x and 
no = C,“=, UX = N,x = sin(x/2). Calculating the A: polynomials for the Nouo 
term [l, 21: 
+e-“: 
A’:=e-“:(-uy) 
Ai=eC”$-u;+(~)(u:)*) 
A~=e-%(-u~+u~u~-(~)(~~)~) 
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(If we omit the identifier superscript, we are dealing with Nu = c’ ’ = 
C,“=o An, where A, = e ‘“, A, = c ““( -u, ), etc.) Now calculating the A,, 
for N,x, i.e., AL, we have 
AA = sin(x,,/2) 
A; = (x,/2) cos(x,/2) 
Ai = (x2/2) cos(x,/2) - (xf/S) sin(x,,/2) 
Ai = (x,/2) cos(x,/2) - (x,x2/4) sin(x,/2) 
- (x:/48) cos(x,/2) 
Since Nouo=C,“=,AH, and u”=N,x=~,“=,A~=~~~,u~ 
uz = AA = sin(x,/2) 
uy = A; = (x,/2) cos(x,/2) 
ui = Ai = (x2/2) cos(x,/2) - (x:/8) sin(x,/2) 
Now Nouo=e~“‘=C,“=,AII=A~+A~+ ... =e~“b~e-“~+ . . . . Thus, 
now dropping the unnecessary superscript, 
A, = - (x,/2) cos(x,/2) eps’n(~‘o/2) 
Any algebraic, differential, or partial differential equation in Adomian’s 
standard form which contains a nonlinear term e -s’nxi2 is now solved by 
decomposition [ 1, 23. 
EXAMPLE. Second order: n,x = e sin’(r’2). Let Nouo = e U0 = C,“= ,, A:, 
N,u’ = (u’)’ =CFzo A!,= u’=C,“=~ u:, and N,u’ = N,x= sin(xj2) = 
Cm A;=u’=C,m_ o u:. The A: were specified in the previous example. The 
Af, are given by 
A:, = (u;)’ 
A’=2u’u’ 1 0 1 
A: = (u;)‘+ 2u;u; 
A1=2u’u’+2u’u’ 3 I 2 0 3 
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and the Ai are 
Ai = sin(x,/2) 
A: = (x,/2) cos(x,/2) 
Ai = (x,/2) cos(x,/2) - (x:/S) sin(x,/2) 
AZ = (x3/2) cos(x,/2) - (x1x2/4) sin(x,/2) - (x:/48) cos(xJ2). 
Now let us consider an equation using the first-order example previously 
considered with fi, x = e ~ S’“(X~z) Thus consider the equation . 
x = (7g) + e -si”(x/2). 
Letting x = C,“=, x, we have 
n+=n;2+N1x 
where 
x0 = x/2 = 1.570796327 
x1 =e ~ sln(d2) = e - sin(n’4) = 0.4930686914 
x2 = e ~~ si”(xd2)( - 1) = - 0.0859547458 
x3 = 0.0480557892 
x4 = - 0.0293847366 
The sum #5 of only five terms x0 to x4 is 1.99658132 which is correct within 
about $ of 1%. (One can see that the next term should add about 0.01. If 
we guess x = 2 and calculate the right side, we have 1.570796327 + 
0.431075951 = 2.00187228.) 
Now consider the second-order example with x = k + fizx, where k = n/2 
and m2 x = e ~ dd2) = No N, N 2x. Using the A,, we have already written we 
now have 
where 
uO=A’=2u’u’=2A2A2 
1 1 0 I 0 I 
= 2 sin(xo/2)(x,/2) cos(x,/2) 
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where 
u~=A:=(x,/2)c~s(x”la) 
u: = sin( x0,/2) = AZ 
4 = A$ = (x2/2) cos(x,/2) - (x:/8) sin(xJ2) 
A;=e - Yin2(xo’2) { - (x:/4) cos~(x,/2) 
-2(sin(x,/2))((x,/2) cos(x,/2) - (x:/8) sin(xJ2)) 
-+ 2(sin(xo/2))2 ((x,/2) COS(X~/~))~} 
Finally 
A; = e - sin”lxd2) {(x:/4) sin2(x,/2) - (x:/4) cos2(x,/2) 
-x2 sin(x,/2) cos(x,/Z) + (x:/2) sin2(xo/2) cos”(xo/2)} 
A~=e-“Oo(-UI:~u~uE-(~)(U~)3) 
=e -“A(-A;sA;A;-((;)A;)~) 
so that x = C,“;= 0x,, where 
x0 = n/2 = 1SlQ796321 
,y , = e _ sinz(xo~2) = 0.9998 12126 
x2= -.x1 sin(x,/Z) cos(x,/Z) e -“JI’~-~~~) = - 0,0137009172 
etc., using the above A,,, and it does not appear worthwhile to go further; 
so a three-term approximation q&= 2.58430937. Check with x=q&, 
e -sin2(d3iZ) = 0.999491607 so the right side is 2S7028793. 
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It is easy to see now from the referenced work [l, 21 and this paper that 
these results apply not only to algebraic equations but also to differential 
equations in the form Ly + Ny =g(x), where Ny is a composite non- 
linearity since we get 
L-1-p 
L-‘Ly=L-‘g(x)-LYNy=L-‘g(x)- 
n=O A,. If Ly = dy/dx and y(0) = k, for example, y = C,“=O y, = 
k+L-‘g-L~l~,“=oA,, where y,=k+L-‘g, and ynfl= -L-IA,, for 
n > 0 and the A, are calculated by the methods discussed. 
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